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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DEVICE AUTHENTICATION

WITH BUILT-IN TOLERANCE

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/252,960 which

was filed October 19, 2009 and which is fully incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention is directed toward a method and system for building tolerance

into comparisons of device fingerprints when authenticating a device.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0003] Controlling access to a secured network is one of the biggest challenges for critical

infrastructure. Since the majority of existing infrastructures use computers to connect to the

Ethernet or Internet, there is an increased possibility for security breaches into such

infrastructures. One way to reduce security breaches is to strictly enforce authentication methods

such as comparison of password, personal information, secret question, machine identifier, etc.

against various stored data and password information. However, in certain approaches, if there

is even a slight or minor difference between a device identifier or fingerprint for a device that

seeks to be authenticated versus a database of known fingerprints corresponding to known

authorized devices, then the request for authentication is rejected or denied.

[0004] From a practical standpoint, it is quite possible for a user of given known device (e. g., a

device that is known and authorized to access a secured network), to upgrade, replace, or

otherwise modify one or more components of the device. If the device fingerprint may be based

on or generated from various device components, including upgraded or modified components, it

is quite possible that the known device may no longer have a fingerprint or identifier that will be

recognized by the authentication system. For example,, a valid device and machine may

inadvertently be denied an authenticated status because of upgrade(s) to typical components such

as memory, video card, etc. Accordingly, it would be desirable to provide an authentication

method with built in flexibility or tolerance to allow for some upgrades or changes to the device.
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SUMMARY

[0005] The following presents a simplified summary of one or more embodiments in order to

provide a basic understanding of such embodiments. This summary is not an extensive overview

of all contemplated embodiments, and is intended to neither identify key or critical elements of

all embodiments nor delineate the scope of any or all embodiments. Its sole purpose is to present

some concepts of one or more embodiments in a simplified form as a prelude to the more

detailed description that is presented later.

[0006] In accordance with one or more embodiments and corresponding disclosure thereof,

various aspects are described in connection with a method for allowing tolerance in the

authentication process of a digital fingering of a device. By building in tolerance into the

authentication process, the risk of rejecting a valid device is reduced. Some tolerance is needed

because users may upgrade their hardware and/or software, thus changing the environment of

their devices. Once the environment is changed, the authentication software/client one the

device may generate a different digital fingerprint. Thus, without built in tolerance, a valid

device may be rejected once an upgrade is made to the device.

[0007] In accordance with one or more embodiments and corresponding disclosure thereof,

various aspects are described in connection with a method for building tolerance into

authentication of a device, the method comprising: receiving and storing first digital fingerprint

of the device during a first boot of an authenticating software on the device, the first digital

fingerprint being based on a first set of device components; receiving a second digital fingerprint

from the device at a subsequent time; comparing the second digital fingerprint with a plurality of

stored digital fingerprints of known devices; in response to the comparison indicating a

mismatch between the second digital fingerprint and the plurality of stored digital fingerprints,

generating a request code comprising instructions for the device to generate a third digital

fingerprint using the first set of device components; sending the request code to the remote

device; receiving the third digital fingerprint from the remote device in response to the request

code; and authenticating the device based on a comparison of the first and third digital

fingerprints.
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[0008] In the foregoing method, the first digital fingerprint may be generated using specific

components, such as a typical—upgrade list and a non—typical—upgrade list. The typical—upgrade

list may comprise one or more components such as graphic card, random access memory, sound

card, network adaptor, hard drive, CD/DVD drive, and Ethernet controller. The non—typical—

upgrade list may comprise one or more components such as motherboard, USB host controller,

central microprocessor, PCI Bus, and System CMOS Clock.

[0009] The foregoing method may also include the process of receiving component list of the

device at the first boot of the authenticating software on the device. This list of components may

be used to generate the request code, which may exclusively comprise components from the list.

In this way, a control digital fingerprint may be generated to be compared with the first digital

fingerprint.

[0010] In one embodiment, the authentication process may further include: generating a

control metric by comparing differences between the first and second digital fingerprints. The

control metric may identify fingerprint portions and their respective components of the device

that generated the differences between the first and second digital fingerprints. The control

metric may help identify components missing and/or was upgraded in the device. A second

metric may also be generated by comparing differences between the first and third digital

fingerprints. Each metric may comprise data identifying a fingerprint portion and associated

component that caused the difference. The device may be validly authenticated when the

associated component of the control metric and the associated component of the second metric

are identical. This means the difference found in the comparison may be caused by a single

component. When this is the case, there is a high probability that the changed in the digital

fingerprint is caused by an upgrade rather than being caused by an entirely different device.

[0011] In the foregoing method, in one embodiment, the authentication server may be

configured to parse out the digital fingerprint into a plurality of logical portions. Each logical

portion may represent a component corresponding to a fingerprint portion. During the

comparison of a received digital fingerprint from the device with stored digital fingerprints of

known devices, the authentication server may flag each portion for which it failed to find a

match. When the comparison process is completed, the device may be validly authenticated if
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there are matching portions for at least 75% of the logical portions of the received fingerprint. It

should be noted that other percentages could be implemented.

[0012] In accordance with yet another embodiment of the present invention a computer

readable medium is provided. The computer readable medium having stored thereon, computer

executable instructions that, if executed by a device, cause the device to perform a method

comprising: receiving a first digital fingerprint from a device having a plurality of digital

fingerprint portions, each fingerprint portion being associated with a component of the device;

authenticating the received digital fingerprint against stored digital fingerprints; flagging each

digital fingerprint portion creating an error during authentication; categorizing associated

component of each fingerprint portion as a typical—upgrade component or a non—typical—upgrade

component; and granting the digital fingerprint a valid authenticated status when the flagged

fingerprint portions have a predetermined typical—upgrade/non—typical—upgrade ratio.

[0013] In accordance with yet another embodiment of the present invention, a computer

readable medium is provided. The computer readable medium may have stored thereon,

computer executable instructions that, when executed by a device, cause the device to perform a

method comprising: receiving and storing first digital fingerprint of the device during a first

boot of an authenticating software on the device, the first digital fingerprint being based on a first

set of device components; receiving a second digital fingerprint from the device at a subsequent

time; comparing the second digital fingerprint with a plurality of stored digital fingerprints of

known devices; in response to the comparison indicating a mismatch between the second digital

fingerprint and the plurality of stored digital fingerprints, generating a request code comprising

instructions for the device to generate a third digital fingerprint using the first set of device

components; sending the request code to the remote device; receiving the third digital fingerprint

from the remote device in response to the request code; and authenticating the device based on a

comparison of the first and third digital fingerprints.

[0014] In accordance with one or more embodiments and corresponding disclosure thereof,

various aspects are described in connection with a method for authenticating a device, the

method comprising: comparing the received digital fingerprint with stored digital fingerprints of

known devices; flagging each digital fingerprint portion that creates an error during
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authentication; categorizing associated component of each fingerprint portion as a typical—

upgrade component or a non—typical—upgrade component; and granting the digital fingerprint a

valid authenticated status when the flagged fingerprint portions exceed a predetermined typical—

upgrade/non—typical—upgrade ratio.

[0015] To the accomplishment of the foregoing and related ends, the one or more

embodiments comprise the features hereinafter fully described and particularly pointed out in the

claims. The following description and the annexed drawings set forth in detail certain illustrative

aspects of the one or more embodiments. These aspects are indicative, however, of but a few of

the various ways in which the principles of various embodiments may be employed and the

described embodiments are intended to include all such aspects and their equivalents.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016] The present invention, in accordance with one or more various embodiments, is

described in detail with reference to the following figures. The drawings are provided for

purposes of illustration only and merely depict typical or example embodiments of the invention.

These drawings are provided to facilitate the reader’s understanding of the invention and shall

not be considered limiting of the breadth, scope, or applicability of the invention.

[0017] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary environment within which a method

for authenticating remote devices may be implemented according to one embodiment of the

present invention.

[0018] FIG. 2 is a block diagram representing memory allocation for a device identifier used in

accordance with principles of the present invention.

[0019] FIG. 3A is a process flow chart illustrating one embodiment of a method according to

the invention for device authentication with built—in tolerance.

[0020] FIG. 3B is a continuation of the process flow diagram of FIG. 3A.

[0021] FIG. 4 is a process flow chart illustrating another embodiment of a method according to

the invention for device authentication with built—in tolerance.
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